Large Format Utah Print, Spec Books, Proposals,
Presentations, Content & More
cesr.com /print-services/reprographic-services/
At CES&R Printing Servies, we produce reprographics of the highest quality in Utah by using only the
best reprography machinery and materials. Our quick and efficient services are offered at competitive prices and are
executed by a talented team of print and design specialists who are committed to providing superior workmanship.
We understand that your constructions plans are the foundation of your project. It’s our job to ensure all the details
look perfect, every single time. CESR has over 40+ years experience in creating reprographics for customers
across Utah and the west coast. Our certified team will produce quality construction plans & detailed visuals exactly
when and how you want them. We are also well versed in rapid deployment and sudden changes.
As an industry leader, CES&R provides professional reprography services to a wide range of businesses that need
top quality graphics reproductions. Our clients include retailers, manufacturers, architects, construction companies,
advertising firms, and engineers.
Contact CES&R Printing Services for a Reprographic Quote Today!

Reprographics Definition
Reprographics are images or documents that are reproduced using a variety of methods, such as xerography, digital
printing, and this applies to documents and photography.

Reprographics
You can depend on us to provide you with any large-format, print or digital graphic reproductions you need to
present information to your customers. These products are created in your choice of colors, the type of paper or
media file, size and more.
Our reprographic products include maps, labels, specification manuals, billboards, interior and exterior
signage, construction plans, posters, catalogs, blueprints and drawings for engineering or architectural
applications, banners, marketing graphics, backlit displays, and tradeshow displays.
Large-scale posters and banners are one our most cost-effective reprographic options and can be produced quickly.
They are excellent as advertisement vehicles for the services or products your business sells or for any other
application that requires large-scale, photo-like images.
To ensure that your posters and banners retain their vibrant colors for a long time, we use inks that are resistant to
fading, even when exposed to constant sunlight. We also use only the highest grade of media products to produce
high-quality images.
Don’t hesitate to contact CES&R if you need high quality, large-format banners, and posters for applications such
as:
Signage for special events or promotions
Graphics for tradeshows
Scientific or technical presentations
Exterior marketing displays
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Our Reprographics Process
At CES&R, we have an efficient process that ensures that you will receive the product you want on time and
according to your specifications.
Get in touch. You can contact us by telephone or by submitting your information on our website’s contact
form.
Consultation. During your consultation, we will discuss the specifics of your order, such as preferred
materials, design, size and quantity.
Receive a quote. You will receive a free, detailed estimate that will include prices for material and labor.
Submit your order. Once you approve the quote, you will be able to place your order.
Order production. Once we have your graphic in the resolution, format or size needed for your project, we
will begin working on your order.
Getting your order. Your order will be completed within a pre-specified time frame. We can make
arrangements for it to be delivered to your location at a time that is convenient for you, or you can come to our
office and pick it up in person.

Start Your Reprographic Project at CES&R Printing Services Today!
If you have any questions about any of the services we offer, or you are ready to submit an order, please feel free to
contact us. You can reach us at either one of our offices, either by telephone or by completing the contact form on
our website.
Capable of over 4,000 “D” size prints per hour
Handles originals up to 1/2″ thick
Copies won’t fade
Can copy to a variety of media
Enlargement and reduction capability
400 dpi scan output
Scan-to-print technology reduces damage to original
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Large document scanning from 200 dpi to 400 dpi resolution, and small document color scanning to 600 X
1200 dpi
We support both raster and vector formats. Contact your sales representative for details on the exact file
formats we support
Same-day service on most jobs
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